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Chapter 1 
The Boomer’s Dilemma 

Sven Steinmo 
 

“I’m big with Jesus. But where I draw the line at is self-sacrifice.  I think he’s great. And he’s God and 
everything he did was great. But that last part, about other people being more important than me.  Do you 

have to take that part seriously to think Jesus is great?” Steven Colbert.  

 
“It is like grandma going on a binge with her grandchildren’s credit cards.” Nathanael Blake.1	 

 

 

 

Let me start with a personal anecdote that illustrates the difference between the world I grew up in 
and the one we are leaving for our grandchildren. In the late 1970s, I was working as a carpenter 
and my future wife was a dental hygienist. Our joint income was approximately $16,000 a year. Not 
bad for a young couple.2 I decided to return to college and get a Masters’ degree. Since I wasn’t a 
traditional student right out of college, I was not offered a tuition waiver, but, then again, tuition 
was only $630 a year at UC Berkeley.3 I continued to work on remodeling projects part-time and 
we managed to pay the bills while I worked on my degree. We also had a little nest egg saved up 
which was just enough for a down payment to get us into our first home the year after I went back 
to school in 1979. We paid $55,000 for a little bungalow that needed fixing up.   

We did okay. We sold the house ten years later and made nearly 100 percent profit. For us, this was 
a huge chunk of cash which allowed us to get into our next house and pay off the loans we took 
when our two children were born as I finished college. For us, and many other middle-class 
Americans, the sale of our starter home provided a critical financial stepping stone that allowed us 
to purchase our next home and pay off loans.  
I just looked on Zillow (February 2020) and saw that little house has a market value of $1,376,000! 

I did a pretty nice job of remodeling the place, but … come on?  
Let’s be clear about this, my wife and I were able to have two children and buy a home in California 
while I was in my mid-20s and in college. Sure, we were smart, thrifty, and hard working. But the 
next person who wants to buy our little 1,183 sq. ft. starter home will need over $200,000 for the 
down payment! That is a lot of café lattes.  

While stepping stones like this were readily available to us American only a few decades ago, these 
opportunities are largely denied to our children and grandchildren. Today, in order to even qualify 
for the mortgage loan on our first home, a young couple will need an annual income of over 
$250,000. In other words, this little (but nice) house is now out of reach for even upper-middle-
income young buyers today. Even if prospective young buyers work for a high-tech company in the 
Bay Area, they are going to need a lot of help from their parents. If they are lucky, their parents will 
give them a loan.  

And there is the rub. Knowing that life’s fortunes for our children and grandchildren are so 
pathetically different from what we grew up with, we try to save as much as possible, so we can 
help our kids out. When our political leaders tell us that they’re going to give us a tax cut, we cheer 
them on. When they tell us that we have to stop wasting our tax monies, we nod in assent. If some 
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brave politician tells us that we should sacrifice instead and pay off our debts for the sake of future 
generations, we vote him out of office.  

It wasn’t us? Think again. Despite our nation’s long history of divided government and system of 
“checks and balances” engrained in the American Constitution, the only policies both Democrats 
and Republicans agree on, is to put more money in the pockets of the “middle class” and secure the 
retirement payments and public health care (Medicare) for those in or near retirement. All other 
policies fall victim to the budget scalpel.  Standing back and looking at what our government has 
done since the massive Baby Boom generation came to dominate the political agenda, it appears 
that anything that is not in their self-interest gets defined as “government waste.”  

Yes, I’m embarrassed by these facts. I’m even ashamed of what my generation has done and is 
continuing to do. I don’t support these outcomes, I say to myself. In fact, I don’t know anyone who 
does. But, when I’m honest with myself, I have to admit that I benefit from them, and I too would 
vote against anyone who would take away my benefits. The question is, how hard would I work for 
someone who tells me that I should pay more for those benefits?   

Mmmm. Tough one. 

The Millennial Michael Hobbes reports in a recent article in the Huffington Post, “We’ve all heard 
the statistics. More Millennials live with their parents than with roommates. We are delaying partner 
marrying and house buying and kid having for longer than any previous generation.”4 Millennials 
have 300 percent more loan debt than their parents had at the same age, and one in five Millennials 
lives in poverty. “What is different about us as individuals compared to previous generations is 
minor,” Hobbes tells us. “What is different about the world around us is profound. Salaries have 
stagnated and entire sectors have cratered. At the same time, the cost of every prerequisite of a 
secure existence—education, housing and health care has inflated into the stratosphere.” Job 
security, the social safety net, and the basic structures that insulate and protect individuals are 
eroding. “The opportunities leading to a middle-class life—the ones that boomers lucked into—are 
being lifted out of reach. Add it all up and it is no surprise that we’re the first generation in modern 
history to end up poorer than our parents.”   

There can be no gainsaying that many of these policies - lower taxes, more exclusive universities, 
cheaper goods and fancier vacations, have been very good for many middle-class Americas.  But, 
clearly not all. Many may be able to finance their children no matter how poor our public 
institutions become, but clearly not everyone can. So, why do so many of even those who are the 
most vulnerable, and whose children are the most vulnerable, continue to support these ideas and 
policies? 

Most Americans did not set out to cause these cultural and economic changes, but they are central 
to what has happened. In the chapters that follow I will explore how and why American culture, 
media, economics, and politics have evolved to create a system where we have come to believe, or 
at least accept, a system based on the idea that if each individual is allowed to pursue their own 
self-interest - everyone will be better off.  

We too easily blame the current mess on whoever or whatever we happen to hate the most – whether 
that be the media, the politicians, the rich, selfish Baby Boomers, lazy Millennials, the Left, the 
Right, or Donald Trump. There is certainly plenty of blame to go around. 

The bottom line of the argument of this book is that instead of blaming someone else for our 
country’s current problems, we need to accept our collective responsibility. 
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Who Benefits?  Follow the Money 

I will start with the most obvious point.  America is mortgaging the future so we can consume more 
today instead of investing in the future so that our children will have a better life tomorrow. At the 
time of this writing, the US federal government debt clock turned to over $23 trillion. That’s 
$23,000,000,000,000. This is an almost impossible number to understand, so let's think a little bit 
about it. $23 trillion is twenty-two million, million, dollars. Still tough to get your head around?  
Let’s think of this in physical terms that may be somewhat easier to grasp: First, think of a million 
dollars.  That’s a lot of money to be sure. If you make a stack of crisp one-thousand-dollar bills, 
how high would that stack be?  Surprisingly, it would only be about four inches tall.  Yes, that's 
right, a million-dollar stack of $1000 bills is only four inches high. If, however, you stack $1000 
bills to reach a trillion dollars, the stack would be 67.9 miles high. The $22 trillion the federal 
government currently owes, would be equivalent to a stack of $1000 bills, that would be over 1500 
miles high. Remember, this stack is made of one-thousand-dollar bills.  
 
What does that mean? It means that every citizen in America owes $67,000 for things the 
government has already paid for - but did not collect the taxes to pay for. The debt per taxpayer is 
$180,000. Obviously, that's absurd. Actual revenue per taxpayer per year, is approximately $27,000. 
Worse yet, even in a period of fabulous economic growth like today, Federal spending is still rising 
much faster than federal revenues. In 2018 (after that year’s tax cut), the government spent $774 
billion more than it took in revenues. In 2019, the deficit is expected to be over $984 billion. In 
2019 the Federal government will borrow close to another trillion dollars (over $3,000 per person) 
because it spent more than it collected in taxes.5  
 
It was not always this way.  During WWII America took on massive debt to defeat fascism and 
then resist communism. By the end of the War, the government had borrowed $23,000 for each 
person in the country. What did they do?  Instead of cutting back government regulations and taxes, 
Americans doubled down on FDR’s legacy.  They actually increased taxes and then went on to 
finance the largest and most expensive public programs the world had ever seen.  New road, dams, 
canals, universities, the GI Bill, etc. etc. etc. topped the agenda because Americans trusted their 
political institutions and believed that through collective effort, we would all be better off.     

By the end of the Eisenhower administration (1959) for example, the top tax rate reached 91% for 
the richest Americans. To be sure, very few paid those rates – mostly because not many people had 
incomes over a million dollars a year. But it wasn’t only the rich that paid high taxes.  Instead, the 
middle-class that paid most of the taxes. The result was that we paid back the debt at the same time 
that America built the greatest economy in the world. Over the next 40 years the debt was cut by 
more than half (to $10,000 per person). At the same time that the economy boomed.6 

 

Cutting taxes. Not only for the rich. 

It is quite common for those on the Left in American politics to believe that the tax cuts that have 
been introduced in the past several decades have only benefited the very rich. This is simply not 
true. Surely, it is true that the many of the tax cuts we’ve seen over the past decades did reduce the 
top rates for the wealthiest. But it has been the “middle class” who voted for the politicians who 
promised cuts and who voted against anyone who would not promise to offer them.  In fact, the tax 
cuts introduced in 1964, 1969, 1981, 1986, 1999, 2001, 2003 and 2017, were all touted as tax cuts 
for the “middle class” – even while the biggest gains often went to the rich. And they worked.  It is 
very difficult to precisely compare tax burdens across time because incomes change and even the 
definition of “middle class” changes over time.  But middle income taxpayers today pay 
approximately 5% less in Federal income tax than they did 40 years ago. For example, a person 
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making $50,000 a year (in 2018 dollars) in 1962 would have paid a 30% tax rate, whereas a person 
making the same income in 2019 would pay a 22% tax rate. A person making $100,000 (in 2018 
dollars,) would have paid a 43% marginal tax rate in 1962, but only a 24% tax rate in 2019. In 1962, 
a person earning $1 million a year paid a 90% marginal tax rate, whereas in 2019 they would pay a 
maximum of 37%.   
 

Not only have income taxes have been scaled back, but as the middle-class grew richer and started 
inheriting wealth from their parents, inheritance taxes and capital income taxes were rolled back as 
well.7   Perhaps, it is just coincidental that as the Greatest Generation began to pass on, taxes on 
inheritances were radically reduced and changed names:8  Once they were thought of as progressive  
“estate taxes,” now they are simply called “death taxes.”9 
 
Priorities 
 
It is quite common among those on the Right to believe that public spending has expanded 
enormously in the past several decades and or that the government spends most of its money on 
"welfare." This is false. Federal public spending is scarcely increased at all in the last 50 years, and 
total government spending (State, Local and Federal) has increased less than four percent since 
1980.  In 1960, the Federal government spent 17.9% of GDP on public services etc., and by 2019, 
its spending had gone up by less than 2%. Table 1 below shows total government spending as a 
percent of GDP.  As you can see, the big changes have been the decline in defense spending and 
concomitant increases in spending of pensions, health care and the debt. There has been relatively 
little growth in welfare, or education. 
 

Table 1 
US Government Spending, 1960-2019 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources:    Data drawn from 7, and 30 Table 1.2, all figures rounded. 
 

 
If one looks at the distribution of government spending (ie. how much of the budget does each item 
consume) the overall picture becomes even more clear. Programs that benefit older people have 
grown substantially and programs that benefit younger people have remained relatively stable - or 
have been cutback.   
 
As taxes on the middle and upper classes have been cut and as public spending directed towards an 
increasingly aging population has increased, something had to give.  The result has been that we 
spend less and less on programs directed towards children and their parents.  The two pie charts 
below give us a pretty clear picture of how this has worked. As you can see in Figure 1, already in 

 1960 1980 2010 2018 
Federal spending as % GDP 17.9 21.0 23.8 20.8 
Total Gov’t spending as % GDP 27.8 32.8 39.8 36.0 
Total Public Spending on Health Care, % GDP  1.0 3.0 7.4 7.8 
Total Public Spending on Welfare, % GDP 1.6 3.3 4.5 2.2 
Total Public Spending on Pensions, % GDP 2.5 5.2 6.5 6.9 
Total Defense Spending, % GDP 9.8 5.9 5.7 4.5 
Total Spending on Education, % GDP 3.6 5.3 6.2 5.4 
Annual Deficit, % GDP -.1 -2.6 -8.7 -4.7 
Annual Interest on public debt as % GDP 1.7 2.4 2.0 2.5 
Gross Public Debt as % GDP 53.5 43.5 109.4 122.4 
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2004, spending directed at aging Americans was 38% of total public spending. Fifteen years later, 
public spending on the elderly (Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid) has increased to almost ½ 
of all public spending.   
 
Figure 1 
 

 
Source: 21 
 
Part of this increase can be attributed to demographic change.  There are more older people today 
than there were in years past.  But this explanation is only part of the story.  Older middle-class 
Americans are also paying less in taxes than they used to.  To put it quite bluntly, the Baby Boomer 
generation is taking much more out of the public purse (and society in general, as we will see below) 
and putting less in.  This fact is even more ironic when we consider the fact that as the Boomer 
generation goes into retirement, they are the wealthiest demographic group in history. See Figure 
4.10 
 
Several recent studies by the Urban Institute give even more detailed pictures of these trends over 
the past four decades. On the one side we see significant cuts in military spending, on the other sides 
we see huge increases in spending on the elderly. Julia Isaacs points out today an elderly person get 
approximately $7 from the federal government for every dollar spent on a child. This is justified on 
the basis that is the “parent’s responsibility” to care for their own children, whereas today it is 
society’s responsibility to take care of the aged. “Parents’ responsibility for raising their own 
children is often offered as justification for lower levels of public spending on children. Indeed, 
parents do contribute 50 to 60 percent of total investments in children, on average. Yet the elderly 
also have private sources of support. In addition to small support from family members, the elderly 
receive more than half of their income from a private source not available to children, namely, assets 
accumulated during their working years.”11  
 
 
 
Infrastructure  
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You don’t have to be an engineer to see that America’s infrastructure is falling apart.  It is worth 
remembering that most of this infrastructure was built by our parents and grandparents when they 
had far smaller disposable incomes than we do today. Between 1955 and 1970, the federal 
government invested more than 8 percent of total public outlay on investments in physical resources 
(roads, bridges, canals, airports, schools, etc). By the end of this decade, however, we will have 
slashed public investments in physical infrastructure down to 2.6 percent.  
 
Education 
 
I scarcely need to say anything here.  Everyone knows that the cost of higher education has sky 
rocketed and the burden has fallen on the young.  Whereas only a few years ago, most middle-class 
Americans got their education for virtually free (unless they chose to go to an elite private school) 
the costs of a university degree are insane today.  Why?  The straightforward answer is that public 
education is no longer supported as much by taxpayers as it was when we were students. In their 
2016 analysis of the costs of higher education, the PEW Chartible Trust concluded: “Since the 
1980s, states have steadily cut per-student higher education funding and institutions have steadily 
raised tuition to compensate.”  
 
I, like millions of my peers, was therefore able to put myself through college (and graduate school) 
working summers and part-time during the year and graduate owing $0.  Unless a student has 
generous parents or grandparents to help them out, this is no longer possible.  Today, the costs of 
in-state tuition at the University of California is over $14,000 a year.  With room, board, books, etc. 
UC estimates that the annual undergraduate will need $36,028 per year.  Try earning that in the 
summer and/or working part-time. 
 
The result, of course, is growing student debt.  Today 69% of all students graduate with student debt 
and the average debt load by the time they finish their degree is, $29,800.  Remember, also, that 
student debt is no longer deductible from income taxes and even if the borrower goes bankrupt, the 
debt follows them.  (Home mortgage debt, of course, is deductible and is erased if the borrow 
declares bankruptcy.) Total student debt is estimated to be over $1.5 trillion today.  
 
Social Security 
It is important to understand that social spending does work. (See figure 2.)  The significant 
investments we as a society have made in improving the lives of older Americans has been 
enormously successful.  While there are still many poor older Americans today, the poverty rate has 
been fundamentally transformed by the programs that are targeted on this population.  As public 
spending on the aged has increased, poverty among the aged has decreased.  In 1960, over 40% of 
people over the age of 65 were poor (below the poverty line). Today, less that 8% of the over 65 
cohort is poor.  Unfortunately, this trend does not hold for children in America. Poverty among 
children has increased over the past several decades to the point where today nearly 40% of all 
children in America spend at least one year of their life in poverty.12  
 
 
Figure 2 
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That’s my Social Security 

“This is my money” a friend recently yelled at me. “I saved it, and no one is going to take it away.  
How dare you call my Social Security welfare?” she blasted after one particularly heated exchange.  
She may be right that no one will have the power to take it away, but it is simply wrong to believe 
that her Social Security checks come from money that she had in some kind of savings account. 
And, of course, she is not even considering what it would cost for her to buy her own health 
insurance today -- if the government didn’t provide it for her.  
 
It is a deeply held misconception that people have “saved” for their social security.  Indeed, it is 
quite common to hear people say that something like “if I had been allowed to make my own 
investments, I would have done a lot better than Social Security.”  The logic here is flawed in many 
ways – even if it might be true for a small part of the population (the wealthy and the lucky). But 
this is just another form of “magical thinking.”  The basic reason that this argument is wrong is the 
most politically explosive:  Social Security has never been a savings program.  Social security is 
today, and has always been, a welfare transfer from one generation to the next.  When we are taxed 
on our payrolls for Social Security, Medicare, Disability, Unemployment Insurance, etc. (OASDI) 
these monies are not put into an account and saved (or invested) for our benefit when we retire. 
Instead, the money we pay in today is almost immediately paid out to current retirees. They (we) 
do not like to think of it this way, but it is a welfare system. 

One of the few politicians who has been straightforward about this, Congressman Ron Paul has put 
this issue quite bluntly. “When it comes Social Security we must understand that the system does 
not represent an old age pension, an insurance program or even a forced savings program. It simply 
represents an enormous transfer payment with younger workers paying taxes to benefit the other 
beneficiaries.  There is no social security trust fund, and you don’t have an account.  Whether you 
win or lose the social security lottery is a function of when you happen to be born and how long you 
live to collect benefits.  Of course, young people today have every reason to believe they will never 
collect those benefits.” Currently, Social Security and Medicare taxes take in a bit less than is paid 
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out each year.  While there is a cushion (a.k.a. “fund”) equal” about 2 years of social insurance tax 
revenues.  As more people retire and fewer people pay into the system, the “fund” is expected to be 
empty in 16 years.  
 
The table below give you a sense of the real transfers across generations and how this has changed 
over time.  We see that an average income couple with (one income) who retired in 1960 had paid 
in a total of $25,500 in Social Security and Medicare taxes, but would have received ten times that 
much in benefits (if they lived an average age and had normal medical expenses). Someone who 
retired in 2010 made out pretty as well.  They would have paid in $500,000 and gotten back 
$800,000. Not bad.   Remember: You don’t pay Social Security Payroll taxes on Social Security 
income or investment income. 
 

Table 2 
Two-earner couple with one spouse earning an average wage ($43,100 in 2010) and one earning a low 
wage ($19,400 in 2010) 

If	you	
turn	
65	in…	

Annual	
Social	
Security	
benefits	

Lifetime	
Social	
Security	
benefits	

Lifetime	
Medicare	
benefits	

Total	
benefits	
received	
over	a	
lifetime	

Lifetime	
Social	
Security	
(OASDI)	
taxes	

Lifetime	
Medicare	
taxes	

Total	
Social	

Security	&	
Medicare	
taxes	paid	

1960	 $15,300		 $220,000		 $35,000		 $255,000		 $25,500		 $0		 $25,500		

1980	 $23,900		 $381,000		 $132,000		 $513,000		 $137,000		 $11,300		 $148,300		

2010	 $29,900		 $457,000		 $343,000		 $800,000		 $421,000		 $79,000		 $500,000		

2030	 $36,600		 $562,000		 $530,000		 $1,092,000		 $568,000		 $121,000		 $689,000		

Source: 41 Figures for 2020 and 2030 drawn from 2013 “update” 

A young columnist at the University of Georgia complains with some justification, “Every year, I 
pour around $500 into the social security administration to ensure that my grandparents get their 
monthly benefits.  That may not sound like much, but to a broke college student that is about a 
month of expenses.  Now I wouldn’t have a problem handing over the funds if I thought I would 
ever get a return on it,” he complains. “The avoidance of the issue boils down to Social Security 
really being a domestic war between the young and the old. As it stands now, we’re losing.”13  

Michael Hodges, a blogger who is focused on generational conflict issues asks: “Is it fair that young 
people pay up to 2100% higher real social security/medicare taxes than their seniors did in their 
working years, while accepting that today’s seniors consume twice as much as a typical thirty year 
old does compared to thirty-five years ago?”14  The answer is no. 

 
And how do we explain these developments?  Congressman, Ron Paul, once again gives a 
straightforward answer: “Even the most modest proposals to trim Social Security or Medicare 
spending will be met with howls of indignation and threats of voter revolt.  Legislators who propose 
any kind of means testing or increase in retirement ages can expect angry visits from senior citizen’s 
lobbyists ready to fund a candidate back home who supports the status quo.”   
 
 

Globalization  

One of the most important ways in which the US economy has changed over the past forty years is 
the extent to which trade agreements between the US and other countries have been liberalized.  At 
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the time of this writing, the current President of the United States, Donald J. Trump, is attempting 
to negotiate a new set of agreements with several countries that might benefit American producers 
and workers.  Clearly, Trump is responding to a populist backlash against “globalization” and its 
pernicious consequences for American workers.  But it is also worth asking ourselves why did the 
US government promote these free-trade policies in the first place?  Who benefited?  Again, the 
answers we typically hear can be partially correct:  Rich investors and corporations have certainly 
improved their positions as these free market policies have been put into effect.  But, corporations 
don’t vote and there aren’t enough rich people to have tipped the scales.  It should also be noted that 
these policies have been promoted by leaders in both the Republican and the Democratic parties.  
Why?  

Let’s once again think about the preferences and interests of the Baby Boomer class. If you are in a 
position where your job (via seniority or union benefits) are largely secure, or you are in retirement, 
the fact that many new jobs are moving abroad is not your problem – at least in the short run. Even 
if your company begins new investments in India, China or Mexico, those with secure incomes are 
likely to be OK. On the other hand, as American firms produce more and more abroad, the costs of 
the goods they make can decline quite substantially. In other words, globalization is in the “self-
interest” of the majority of voters. Too bad young people don’t vote.15  

A related argument sometimes presented is that technology and automation are to blame and that 
the huge increases in inequality and the real reason that there are so few new jobs today in 
manufacturing etc.  This is pure poppycock.  

Technological change creates wealth; it doesn’t destroy it. Our problems today are not due to the 
fact that America has become poor. In fact, our country’s overall wealth is much greater than it has 
been at any time in its history. The anger and frustration we see today is instead a product of the 
distribution of that wealth and the fact that we have not devoted sufficient attention to training 
young American workers so that they can take advantage of these technological changes.    

In short, if we look at the trends in public spending and taxation two things stand out.  Taxes on 
incomes for the middle class and wealthy have gone down. At the same time, public spending 
priorities have significantly changed.  First, spending for programs that benefit the increasingly 
comfortable and aging middle-class have increased substantially, whereas spending for programs 
that benefit younger and poorer Americans have been held constant or grown quite modestly. We 
have massively increased public borrowing and the public debt…. And guess who will make those 
debt payments? 
 

So what? 

The rich have gotten much richer, but so has the white middle and upper class. And nothing about 
that was inevitable.  Indeed, if the white Boomer class had not voted for the politicians who passed 
these policies, America would have a fairer distribution of income and schools across America 
would not have to go to 4 day a week schedules simply because they can’t afford to pay their 
teachers.   

The central reason that the prospects for so many in our society are so depressed is that we have 
changed our laws, specifically around who pays taxes and how much they pay. These changes have 
been spectacularly good for the bankers, investors, and the uber-rich; but like it or not, they have 
also been pretty damned good for the majority of the white Boomer class as well.  
It is true that the vast majority of the increase in wealth our society has witnessed in recent years 
has gone to the very wealthy. But it is also true that there are very few of the super-rich. That’s what 
1% means!  In even a flawed democracy like the US, the top 1% cannot dictate policies. These 
policies have been passed by politicicans who must get votes and those votes come (mostly) from 
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the white middle class. 

Many middle-class Americans will object to the arguments presented here because they feel that 
their lives have not gotten better. Indeed, their lives have gotten ever harder as they have aged. For 
many (indeed millions) this is undoubtedly the case. I am not suggesting that everyone has done 
well, or that everyone in the middle-class is happy about the policies they have collectively pursued 
and voted for. Indeed, I fully accept that, in the language of inequality research, intra-generational 
inequality is just as high, if not higher, than inequality across generations.  

You might think that arguments and data are convincing in the aggregate, but they don’t apply to 
you. After all, given the enormous (and sometimes depressing) changes ongoing in our world, we 
now have to save even more so that we can help out our children and grandchildren. A version of 
this argument goes like this: 

I’m OK, but now we have to bust our butts and work ever longer so that we can pass 
something to our kids. If I were really greedy, I wouldn’t give a damn about them and 
nothing could be further from reality. 

Once again, I am not arguing that you, or your parents– or anyone else – are individually greedy 
“sociopaths,” as Gibney argues in his recent book, A Generation of Sociopaths. Just look at how we 
behave when we face a national or local disaster as we recently did with floods and hurricanes in 
the South and East – not to speak of the tragedy of 9/11. Americans pulled together, worked with 
each other, and tried to rebuild together. When we face an imminent disaster or an obvious challenge 
to our collective selves, we bind together. But when the challenge is more diffuse, or when it is the 
product of our own choices, we are conflicted. This is what has been slowly happening to our 
country. While we have been focused on the pursuit of our individual goals and self-interest, the 
cost of our collective pursuit of self-interest has come calling. And that cost is being paid through 
massive economic inequality, reduced social mobility, and impending environmental disaster.  
The future facing our children and grandchildren is a product of our collective choices – not our 
individual selfishness – and it is these collective choices that are in large part responsible for the 
mess we are in.  

Ironically, as many of us recognize these uncomfortable truths, we try to husband our wealth and 
resources in a desperate attempt to save our children. Yet, by doing so, we are creating an ever-
darker future for our children than the one they already face. It makes no sense to buy your own fire 
truck when the whole town is burning down. Yet that’s what many of us are trying to do. To fully 
recognize the condition we are in, it is critical to address two fundamental truths. A first truth is that 
being individually generous does not mean that we are not collectively greedy. The second truth is 
that it doesn’t have to be this way.  

I recently received an email from a woman in Florida who expressed the dilemma perfectly: 
My problem is that I am a Boomer (born 1955), approaching my retirement and I 
believe I'm pretty well prepared for this with 401K and other savings. Unfortunately, this appears 
to make me part of the problem. I want my kids and their friends, all in their 30's to be ok and I 
can tell you that I really don't see that happening for them right now…. I want to know what I can 
do without jeopardizing my own future? I assure you that this is a serious question on my part.   
 

Indeed, this is precisely the dilemma many Americans face today.  

But when I see the many, many, examples of people joining together to try to help a neighbor, a 
friend, or a stranger, I find the hope to believe that we can do better. Americans are conflicted. We 
do not want to live in a more self-centered world. We do not want to destroy our planet. We do not 
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want to witness further economic inequality or the needless suffering of millions of individuals. We 
do not want a politics of division and spite. And we don’t have to have one.  

But the first thing we have to do before fixing a problem is look it in the eye. Before we move 
forward, we must address the sobering and uncomfortable truth about how we got here. If we can 
do this, then we can begin to rebuild a collective sense of community and a better future for the 
generations to come.  

 

Don't blame me!  
 
Over the past several years that I've been working in thinking about this book I've run into a 

large number of baby boomers who get quite upset about the basic argument I’m making. It's not 
that they disagree that young people are being screwed, or that that inequality in America has grown 
enormously, or that life chances for many Americans is declined incredibly since when they were 
young. It is not even that they disagree that their lives somewhat privileged and that they were lucky 
to be born in the 1950s or late 40s and to have grown up in the golden years of the 1960s and 70s. 
Instead, the most complained about is the implicit argument is that they are to blame. In other words, 
their reaction is that they agree with my analysis, “but don't blame me, it's the others that are to 
blame.”   

Who are these others are depends on who you are or where you stand. For most people I've 
met the other is the corporations, the rich, the wealthy. For many others, it's the politicians.To some 
of course it's the liberal Democrats who spent all her money on welfare. And for others, it's the 
conservatives who redistribute the wealth of the society towards the superrich, or the farmer,s or 
whatever. Some even say that today's problems are the fault of the young people themselves – that 
they spend too much on going out and don't save enough. If they would only just contribute to their 
own 401(k)s their futures wouldn't be so grim.  

Poppycock.  
 
In the last section of this opening chapter I'm going to discuss five arguments and evidence 

responding specifically to this complaint: it's not my fault. First, I'll talk about debt public. Second, 
I will talk about public spending how spending has changed over time. Third I'll discuss voting and 
political power.  Within that I'll deal with attitudes of the young, baby boomers, and our parents. 
And finally, I’ll talk about inequality from a generational perspective.  

None of this will likely make you happy. Indeed, part of the problem is that in seeing the 
problem in its parts we fail to see the whole picture. Looking at the whole picture, there can be little 
doubt that those with the political power , the vote, the financial power have driven our policy and 
Society toward a set of choices that they themselves do not even approve of.  

 
Debt 
The time of this writing the US federal government debt clock turned over to $23 trillion. 

That's an almost impossible number two understands the let's take a little bit about it $23 trillion is 
the same as $22 trillion is 22,000 million dollars what is that mean it means that every citizen in 
America owes $67,000 for the public spending that the government has already engaged in and 
didn't raise enough taxes to support. Another way of looking at this is that the debt per taxpayer is 
$180,000 in other words if every taxpayer gave the government hundred and 79,000 hundred and 
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$80,000 today the dad would be retired obviously that's absurd actual revenue per taxpayer that is 
how much the average taxpayer pays in the year is $27,000. Now mind you that the federal spending 
is still rising much faster than federal revenues. Today US federal spending is roughly $4.2 trillion. 
Of which $870 million of deficit. In other words, the government is spending about $870 million a 
year more than is taking in revenues. Again, the figures of very very hard to get your head around. 
What is $1 trillion. $1 trillion now let's do it this way what is $1 million well if you take a stack of 
thousand dollar bills fresh crisp thousand-dollar bills and stack them on top of each other you get 
20 million dollars in 4 inches. Yes that's right a stack of $1000 bills is only 4 inches high. If however 
you stack $1000 bills, to reach $1 trillion, the stack would be 67.9 miles high the federal government 
currently. Owes is a total budget that is a stack would be equivalent to a stack of $1000 bills that 
would be over 1500 miles high. That is more than halfway to the moon. 
 

OK Boomers 

It is time to grow up and accept the responsibility for the mess we are making.  We hated it when 
our parents told us that we were irresponsible.  The evidence suggests they had a point.  But that 
does not mean that we’ve created these problems intentionally.  In my experience most people in 
my age group do not want the outcomes described above.  And, indeed, most really do believe that 
we should do something about it.  The question is what? 

In my view there are a number of things we can do to help bind the country again.  The first thing 
we have to do, though, is accept that we cannot plowing the same row we’ve been plowing for the 
past 40 years and expect things to get better. They won’t.  If we really do want to make America 
Great Again, we need to recall the values that so motivated us when we were young – and at the 
same time we need to adopt some of our parents’ more conservative behaviors that we chaffed 
against in those same years.   

 

Some of these choices are obvious, like returning to the tax rates we paid in the 60’s and using this 
money to finance better schools and public universities. Certainly, we should also extend the health 
care system so that people under 65 get something like what the Boomers are already getting. Of 
course, we can fund schools and universities better as well. But, most importantly, we should 
institute a universal public service requirement as a condition for receiving public benefits (a.k.a. 
Social Security). We can and should develop a program that requires each of us to contribute 
directly to the public good.  We need programs that help remind us that we are better off when we 
work together instead of apart.  

I will elaborate on these ideas in the final chapter of this book. But the broader and more 
fundamental point is to search for and build on our common interests across generations and income 
classes.  This is what our parents did. 

 

In the following chapters we first revisit the world of the so called “Greatest Generation.”  As we 
shall see, this was a mixed story.  On the one hand, there can be no gainsaying that America did 
come together in the 30s, 40s and 50s. They rejected the free market capitalism of early century and 
instead built a more egalitarian and fair society.  They also won two world wars. At the same time, 
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the racism and sexism prevailed of the dominant majority undermined the reality of the American 
Dream.  This is what the younger generation, to its credit, tried to overthrow. But as we shall also 
see, their progressive optimism eventually curdled.  Our parents accused us of being naïve and self-
centered. After we had been frustrated and disappointed – and even killed – their vision of our 
generation. We turned inward and eventually came to accept the idea that the personal was political. 
From here it was only a short step to accept the idea that everyone is out for themselves and the best 
one can do is help themselves.  This book’s narrative shows how this happened and why these ideas 
took root and eventually became the laws and policies of the land.   
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